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A.  INTRODUCTION 

In the improvement of design criteria for the layer 
of cover blocks on rubble mound breakwaters important advance 
has been made in recent years (l), (2), (3). Still, some 
points seem to require further study, among them the effect o 
the spesific weights of block material and fluid on the stabi 
lity of the cover. In this respect the magnitude of the flui 
aeclerations involved, of which little information is availab 
may be of some importance. For evaluation of the acceleratic 
as well as for other purposes, a roughly approximate mathemat 
description of the motion of the water rushing up and down th 
breakwater front may be of some use. 

This motion certainly is neither steady nor uniform. 
Visual and photographic observation through the glass panel c 
a wave channel seems to indicate, however, that unsteadiness 
the more important characteristic of the motion during the uj 
and downrush proper. It seems reasonable, therefore, to att€ 
a first approximation to a description of the motion by negle 
ing, to a certain extent, its non-uniformity. Necessarily, t 
the same time also the requirement of continuity must be parl 
disregarded. 

In the following a mathematical model based on this 
point of view is presented for consideration.  It is believec 
that by means of this model values of displacements, velocitj 
and accelerations can be calculated, which may reasonably be 
considered as useful, although quite rough, approximations t< 
the actual values.  For a few particular cases, experimental 
evidence is reported. 

The model has reference only to the up- and downrush 
proper, that is, to the motion of the water above some limit 
level, at or somewhat below the Still Water Line (referred t< 
hereafter as the StflL).  The motion below this level, where tl 
downrush meets the oncoming next wave, could hardly be conee 
of as being uniform. 
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The velocities indicated in Figures 5 and 6 indicate 
that the limiting level, below which the model is not applic- 
able, may be placed considerably lower than the SWL, perhaps 
even one wave height lower.  In the absence of sufficient data 
the SlfL has for the time being been chosen as the limit. 

Because during uprush an unknown but not negligible 
quantity of water will disappear into the breakwater, and also 
for other reasons, useful numerical results are obtainable onlj 
for the case of downrush. Nevertheless the case of uprush has 
been briefly included, to show that also for that case does the 
model give a picture of the motion fully compatible with obser- 
vation. 

While the present study aims only at contributing 
somewhat towards a description of the fluid motion involved, 
and not at the development of design formulae, still such a 
description would be pointless if it did not cover that region 
of the breakwater slope, which in the cases considered, is the 
critical one with regard to failure by dislocation of cover 
blocks.  This point, therefore, requires some consideration. 

Sigurdsson (h), in a very illuminating treatise, 
recently found that the maximum normal (lifting) force on the 
cover blocks mostly occurred at the approximate level of lowes 
wave retreat.  With regard to failure in this region, mainly 
caused by normal forces, the model will be of scant interest. 
Probably this type of failure is predominant with most break- 
waters whose cover layers consist of blocks of regular shape 
closely stacked with only narrow slots open between them. 

However, with regard to cover layers of natural stones 
placed pell-mell on the breakwater slope, numerous observation! 
among them the very careful ones made by Hedar (2), indicate tl 
region about or even above the SWL as the critical one.  *) 
Observations during a great number of tests at the River and 
Harbour Research Laboratory of the Technical University of Nor 
(referred to hereafter as the RHRL) fully confirmed this resul 
It seems, therefore,that our model should not be irrelevant to 
the study of the conditions of failure of rubble mound break- 
waters covered by broken rock, placed pell-mell, by far the 
most common type in Norwegian and apparently also in U.S.A. 
practice. 

As the model can yield numerical results only in the 
case of downrush, it can be of use only in the study of cases 
where failure occurs during downrush.  This, according to Heda 
(2), holds true for slopes steeper than about 1:2,5. Only a si 
of 1:1,5 has been treated here.  It is the slope most common i 
Norwegian practice, and seems to be fairly commonly used also 
the U.S.A. 

*) Out of records from 29 test runs, only 2 included stones be 
moved from a level slightly more than one wave height below 
while all records included stones being moved from levels a 
considerably above, the SWL. ((2),Table 65.1 and 65.2). 
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Fig.   1 
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Fig.   3 Fig.  4 
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B.     THE MODEL 

Let the sketch in Fig. 1 represent the breakwater slop 
and two successive profiles of the downrushing wave, profile 1 
taken at the start of downrush and profile 2 at some later 
moment.  The height of uprush is h , corresponding to a distan 

ilong the slope, from the starting point of downrush, 0, t 
",7L.  Only the body of water above the line MN, will be 

considered, it being assumed that during downrush the motion 
above MN will not be significantly influenced by what happens 
below that line. 

V al 
the S',7 

The following assumptions will define the model with 
regard to downrush (Pig. 2). 

1. At the start of downrush, the surface profile, ON, is 
a straight line, forming the angle, p, with the breakwater 
front, OM.  Any individual slice, "S ", of the triangular 
body of water, MON, is defined by itM original distance, u, 
from the top of the triangle, 0, measured along OM. The height 
of the slice is z = u tan \i, its width being Au. 

2. Within each slice the motion of the fluid will be 
uniform, each slice will move parallel to the slope as a unit, 
without change of shape. 

3. The several slices will move independently of each 
other, without regard to continuity of the fluid. 

k.      The displacement, x, of any slice, "Su", from its top 
position, the velocity of the slice, v, and the acceleration, 
a, at the time, t, from the start of the motion down the slope 
can be calculated from the components parallel to the slope 
of the forces acting on the slice.  These forces are: the 
weight of the slice, the pressure difference between the two 
sides of the slice due to the difference in slope between the 
breakwater front and the surface of the fluid, and the forces 
acting on the slice from the rough cover layer, equal of magn] 
tude and opposite of direction to the parallel forces acting 
on the cover blocks from the fluid.  It is assumed that the 
pressure forces will be practically the same as if the fluid 
were an ideal one, with no boundary influence, while the force 
from the cover layer can be approximately calculated independt 
ly of the other two, and can, without too much error in the f; 
result, be considered as acting at the center of gravity of tl 
slice. 

By calculation of the displacement, x, of neighbourin, 
slices, the extent of discontinuity involved in the model may 
be evaluated.  This point will be considered in Section F. 
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C  FORCES ACTING ON THE SLICE »SU» 

On the assumptions stated in Section B, the componei 
parallel to the slope of the forces acting on any slice, pei 
unit of depth, normal to the paper, can be calculated as 
follows, (Pig. 3): 

1. The weight of the slice, G.  Ignoring the small uppe 
triangle AuAs, we obtain the parallel component per unit of 
depth: 

G sino< = zAu v^sinoc ( 

2. The pressures on the upper and lower sides of the 
slice. 

Assuming the fluid to be ideal, and taking no aecoun 
of boundary effects, we may derive the pressure distribution 
in the down-rushing body of fluid from the well known Euler 
equation, according to which the acceleration in any direeti 
s, is: 

as —f -hfa+lTf*) t 

where p is the pressure at any point and h is the vertical 
elevation of that point, positive upwards.  Using the axes o 
co-ordinates shown in Fig. 4, we obtain for the direction no 
to the slope: 

«*-*--/& +90SK 

Taking the pressure at the surface O'N' to be zero, ' 
find that under the assumptions stated, the pressure at any 
x, y, in the fluid, will be: 

p = fa  (x tan/3  + y) cos cx £ 

The total resultant pressure upwards along the slope 
per unit of depth of the slice, perpendicular to the paper, 
will be (Fig. k): 

fja-^z  Au tan ft cose* (* 

3. The boundary resistance along the breakwater front, I 

This resistance obviously is related as well to the 
velocity as to the acceleration of the fluid.  There seems tc 
a difference of opinion as to whether or not the two effects 
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be considered independently of each other.  Discussion of 
evidence in favour of either view would exceed the scope of 
the present study.  On the strength, among other data, of the 
investigation of wave forces on piles by Bretschneider (7) 
and V/ilson (8) it is here assumed that the two types of re- 
sistance to the motion of the fluid, the one due to drag fore 
on the cover blocks and the other due to inertial forces, may 
with sufficient approximation, be estimated separately. 

a) Assuming, like Hgdar (2), that the well known equa- 
tions relating to "sand roughness" in pipes may be applied to 
the very rough surface of a rubble mound breakwater, the re- 
sistance, per unit of depth, derived from the velocity of the 
fluid at any moment, as if the motion were steady, may be 
written: 

where hf is the loss of head over the distance Au and k is 
the equivalent "sand roughness", taken to be equal to some me 
diameter of the cover blocks.  (References: (b),   Equations (3 
and (10) of III, § 11, and (6), Equations (28) and (33) of 
Chapter VI).  Here the depth of water measured normal to the 
slope, z, has been substituted for the hydraulic radius of tl 
pipe. 

Certainly, Eq. (5) can not be expected to apply with 
too much accuracy to the case considered here. Reinius (9) ir 
a recent investigation found that in wide channels with actui 
sand roughness of 0,5 to 4,0 mm, the factor ±k,8 in the denoii 
nator of Eq. (5) should be replaced by the factor 12,k. How- 
ever, the degree of roughness in that case was very differenl 
from that of a rubble mound breakwater slope. A few tests nu 
at the RHRL in June-July 1962 with a channel bottom practica] 
identical with the cover layer on the breakwater model, refe] 
to in Section E, indicated that within the range of velociti( 
and depths of water relevant in this case (v = about 30 cm/s< 
to about 90 cm/sec and z = 3,3 cm to 9,7 cm), Eq. (b) gave a 
fair representation of the resistance to a steady current. 

Nevertheless, it is of course possible that in our 
case the Prandtl equation, (5), should be replaced by some 
other relationship.  There has, however, been no possibility 
of further study of this problem, aside from the few tests, 
ferred to above.  In view of the confirmatory indications ap 
from them, it was felt that for the present purpose Eq. (5) i 
tentatively be applied.  Certainly, however, the problem of 
turbulent shear in cases where k and z are of the same order 
of magnitude needs clearing up. 
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b)  The boundary resistance related to the acceleration 
must be equal to the inertial forces on the cover blocks. 
Assuming an inertial coefficient C^p for the force parallel 
to the slope, and taking the volume of a block to be Cyk3 
and the area of the slope occupied by the block to be  CAk , 
we can state this part of the boundary resistance on our 
alice, "Su"fper unit of depth normal to the paper, to be 

Very few facts on which to base an estimate of the 
proper magnitude of the coefficient of mass, CMp, to be appli 
in the present ease, are known to the writer.   For a large 
diameter cylinder, where the theoretical value would be 2,0, 
,/ilson (8) indicates figures around 1,5 for confused sea con- 
ditions.  For a sphere the theoretical value would be 1,5. 
In the model experiments discussed in Section E, natural stor 
were used, whose average largest linear dimension was about 
twice the average smallest linear dimension, - something be- 
tween a cylinder, a disc and a sphere.  This might suggest a 
rather large value of CMp, perhaps somewhere between l,o and 
1,5, rather closer to the latter value. 

On the other hand, only the upper parts of the cover 
blocks will be fully exposed to the forces from the moving 
fluid.  This shows up in the fact that the value of the drag 
coefficient, CD, derivable from Eq. (5), is very small, only 
somewhere around 0,1 to 0,li>.  Alltogether it has been decide 
to apply in the present study the value CMp = 0,4. 

Further values chosen for use in the following are: 
k = 6 cm, Cy = 0,5 and CA = l,o, which are believed to corre- 
spond reasonably well to the dimensions and the shape of the 
stones actually used in the experiments discussed in Section 

D. CALCULATION OF MOVEMENT OF THE SLICE MSu" 

For the Case of Downrush 

The total downward force parallel to the slope, actin 
on the slice, "Su*», per unit of depth, is: 

F - Gsin « - Fp - ftby - R6a 

By entering Eq.y/l), (4), (5) and (6) and dividing by 
the mass of the slice, _f, z Au, we get the acceleration of tl 
slice, directed downwaiaf parallel to the slope. 

F-9 
<* - fizAu   °* 9 sm«- 9 tan/3 COJ<X 

ve*.-***-)* ~c* z "' 
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By entering Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) it may be seen that 
the two first members on the right hand side of Eq. (7) repre 
sent a0, the acceleration which we would have with no boundar 
resistance. 

Eq. (7) can be written: 

J&L  = A
2 )d 

dt A B2 

where 
.2  _ g (s/ft<*  - ta/7/3 cos<X) 

BZ= (1+ % i C„p) 32 z(/og„ -^f^) 

2      2 It is seen that A and B contain no term variable 
with the motion of the particular slice "Su", although z = ut 
varies from one slice to another. Therefore A2 and B2 are in- 
variant with respect to t, and Eq. (8) has the solution: 

A V =AB Tonhi^t)   +C 

Taking t = 0 at the moment of start of downrush, when 
v = 0, we obtain the downward velocity at any moment, t, 

v-AB Tanh(4st) B 

and the distance, x, travelled from the highest position of 
the slice: 

*-B2/n(C*sh(4:'t)) 

while the acceleration at any moment is: 

A2 
a =  <=  

Cosh*(% t) 

For the Case of Uprush 

If the slice "Su" moves up the slope, instead of down 
which of course presupposes an initial upward velocity,  vQ, 
the only change in the basic equation (7) will be that the si 
of the third member on the right hand side changes from - to 
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(Note that P, a, v and x all are still considered as positi-v 
when directed downward).  Instead of Eq. (8) we get: 

dt       A    +   B2 

where A and C are  given  in Eq.   (9)   and   (10).     The  solution 
for v  now  is: 

/-AB tantyt) +C 

Tf we assume that at t = 0 our slice "Su" just passe 
the line U  N, Fig. 2, going up with a velocity 

v0~ -\jCwgH ' 

where II is the wave height in front of the breakwater and 
Cw is a coefficient, we find that at a later moment, t, 

v  = -\^g7F * AB tan (•& t) 

Our particular slice "Su" reaches its top position, where 
v = 0, when t is equal to 

^-f-^^-vST^7   ) 
,/e further get: 

x - -iCvp// ' t - B2/n cos (jr t) 

and 

a = A1 

cos 2/A 
<**) 

In this case the zero point for x, &,t t = 0, will be 
at the line U N, Fig. 2, instead of at the top, 0. And sine 
different slices pass this line at different times, the zero 
moment, t = 0, will vary from slice to slice. 

Let the common datum of reference for the time apply 
to all slices be the moment when a certain slice, "Su",passe 
the line M N, let the total time elapsed from that moment be 
designated as c, and let the time when slices "Sn+Au"> "Sn+2, 
"Sn+3Au"    pass MN be designated as a^, 0*2, o~,     .... 
respectively. Let it further be assumed that all slices pass 
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M N with the velocity v = v0 (Eq. (15)) and with no gap be- 
tween them. The moment, ap, when the slice "Sn+p^u" passes 
M N is then given by: 

The position of the slice "Sn+p/\u" at any subsequent 
moment a,  provided o"p < cr <, (o"p+t0) can now be calculated 
from Eq. (18) by entering 

t  = <r* - a% (2 

E. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS 

Extensive studies will be required to establish rang< 
of applicability of the model and what values of lu and (3, 
should be used under different conditions.  Such elaboration 
has not hitherto been possible. 

To obtain at least a preliminary indication of the 
degree of compatibility of the model with real motion, a com- 
parison has been made of the results of calculation by means 
of the model, with detail studies of the actual motion in 
three specific cases. 

The downrush motion of three different test waves, 
with wave heights and periods: H = 15,5 cm, T = 1,6 sec, 
H = 15,5 cm, T = 2,1 sec, and H = 21,3 cm, T = 2,1 sec respei 
tively were studied.  In all three cases the wave was run 
against a 1:1,5 slope of a breakwater model in the 60 cm wid< 
wave channel of the RHRL.  The depth of water from SWL was 7< 
and the distance from the breakwater slope at SWL to the wav< 
paddle was 23,2 m. 

In Fig. 5, a) to d), are shown four photographs from 
a series taken by a motion picture camera during one wave sy* 
of Test Run 1. *) 

The white dots and lines seen in the water are due t< 
confetti introduced to indicate velocities. Although the dis> 
of confetti could show up in the pictures only when turning 
flat side more or less directly against the camera, still a 
of them should be expected to be visible during most of the i 
posure, and thus indicate velocities close to the real ones. 

'The photographs were taken as part of an investigation 
carried out by Mr Alf Torum, Laboratory Engineer at the RH 
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Picture a) obviously was taken very nearly at the 
start of downrush, *) and picture d) shortly before the 
entire body of water had passed the SWL.  The lengths of 
time between each start of exposure are indicated by the 
rear edge of the shadow left by the hand of the clock on 
the pictures and the duration of exposures by the width of 
this shadow, less the width of the hand itself. The hand 
moved anti-clockwise one full revolusion in l/2 second. 

In the pictures are seen the white lines drawn on 
the glass panel of the wave channel, indicating the theore- 
tical front line of the cover layer, the SWL and a grid of 
horisontal and vertical lines 10 cm apart. 

Projections of the picture, to about one-half of 
natural size, were made on sheets of paper on which were 
traced off, besides the lines on the glass panel, the upper 
edge of the water at the panel, indicating the surface pro- 
file at the start of exposure. (Fig. 6, a) to d)). A few 
of the longer lines traced by the confetti in each picture 
also were marked off, and the corresponding velocities, in 
cm/sec, noted on the sheets.  The number at the upper right 
hand corner of each sheet shows the reading of the clock at 
the start of exposure, the unit being 1/200 of one second. 

In the drawing, Fig. 6 a), the highest point of up- 
rush was estimated to be at 0, and the length of uprush (see 
Fig. 2) to be lu = 33,6 cm, while at SWL the depth, M N, of 
water normal to the slope was z0 = 10,6 cm, and, determined 
in this way, tan p = 0,316. 

However, due to some spray around the upper tip of 
the downrushing water, definition of the point 0 in Fig. 6 a) 
and of the points corresponding to 0* (Fig. 2) in the subse- 
quent pictures was rather difficult. 

Moreover, as previously explained, our predominant 
concern is with the situation at SWL, in the region of expecte 
failure.  In particular the value of the angle £ to be applied 
should correspond to the actual slope of the water surface at 
SWL, rather than to the line 0 N. 

Therefore, in Fig. 6 a) to d), tangents 0oN, respec- 
tively 00N', were drawn to the surface profile at SWL, and the 
triangles 00M N, respectively 0o M N' , with their top angles |3 
were taken as representative of the slice just passing the SWL 
at the moment indicated in each figure. The distances 00 - 0o 
luo - "o in FiS- 6, b) to d), accordingly represent the dis- 
tance, x, travelled by that particular slice until the moment 
stated. 
__ 
'In this picture the confetti shows the whole of the visible 
body of water to be nearly at rest or in only slight and ver 
confused motion. 
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For comparison, the values of x corresponding to the 
three different values of t at the moments of Fig. i> and 6, to), 
c) and d) have been calculated as outlined in Sections C and D, 
as well as the velocities and accelerations. In this calcula- 
tion the particular values of u0 and p0  found from each of the 
three pictures were used. 

It should be especially noted that the calculations 
concern in all cases the particular slice "Su", which is just 
passing the SWL at the moment considered. 

The results are stated in Table I.  It is seen that 
there is a fair agreement between the measured values of x and 
those calculated as described above.  It seems therefore prob- 
able that also the velocities and accelerations calculated on 
the same basis should not be too far off from the actual value 

While such application of the model in the interpreta- 
tion of one particular set of test data is not without interes 
since approximate figures for accelerations and velocities are 
obtained, a wider applicability of the model depends on the 
possibility of basing the calculation on a simpler and more 
general set of parameters, not to be determined separately for 
each moment considered. 

The total length of uprush along the slope, lu, Fig.2 
and Fig. 6 a), the variation of which with wave and breakwater 
characteristics has already been widely studied, is proposed 
as one such parameter.  The other parameter must be some angle 
(3, selected on the basis of test data. 

For reasons already stated, (3 should be selected with 
regard to the situation at the SWL, rather than at the top of 
uprush.  In the present case tan p  was chosen as the average o 
the measured values stated in the table, ommitting, however, 
the figure corresponding to the moment, t = 0, when there was 
as yet no motion. 

Using the value of tan pi thus selected, together with 
the measured value of lu (Fig. 6 a)), a set of x-, v- and a- 
values have been calculated and included in Table I. 

It is seen that these figures do not deviate material] 
from those found by the previous calculation. 

The two subsequent test runs, No 2 and No 3, were made 
and interpreted in the same manner as run No 1, except that nc 
confetti was used. Only the results are reproduced here, in T£ 
II and III. 
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Table I 
MEASURED AND CALCUIAIED QUANTITIES COMPARED 

Test Run 1 
H = 15,5 cm,     T= 1,6   seo   (Pig.   5,  a) to d) and Fig.  6,a)) 

..... 

Measured Quantities Quantities cal culated with 

-Clock 1  or u^ and B 
uo    o           ro 1 = 33,6 cm 

Readings t X tan|3 
0 as measured tanB = 0,367 

1/200 sec c m 
X V a X V a 

sec 
cm cm/sec / 2 cm/sec cm cm/sec cm/sec 

92,5 0 0 0,4o9 0 0 186 0 0 224 

15,5 0,115 1,6 0,378 1,4 24 208 1,5 26 222 

38,5 0,23o 5,7 0,376 6,1 47 200 5,6 50 217 

62,5 O,35o 10,4 0,348 12,9 72 194 12,6 73 206 

liable II 
MEASURED AND  CALCUIA TED QUANTITIES  COMPARED 

Test Run 2 
H  = 15,5  am, T= 2,1 sec. 

Measured Quantities Quantities calculated with 

Clock 

Readings t X tanBo 

1 „ or u„ and 6 
UO      0       0 
as measured 

Ju = 
tanB 

38,1 cm 

= 0,329 
1/200 

sec 

sec cm 
X 

cm 

V 

cm/sec 

a 
, 2 

cm/sec 

X 

cm 

V 

cm/sec 
\  2 
cm/sec 

08 0 0 0,4o7 0 0 202 0 0 276 

32 0,12o 0,8 0,362 1,7 27 227 2,o 30 250 

55 0,235 5,8 0,329 6,7 57 241 6,8 58 243 

81 0,365 13,7 O,32o 16,0 86 224 15,6 85 221 

04 0,48o 23,5 O,3o6 24,5 97 161 24,3 96 173 
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liable  III 
1/EASUKED AND CALCUIATSD QUANTITIES COUPARED 

Test Run 3 
H =21,3 om,        T =  2,1 sec 

Measured  Quantities Quantities  calculated with 

Clock 1       or u.  and  B 1 .= 53, o cm 

Headings t X tanpo as measured tan|3= 0,257 
1/200 sec cm 

X V a X V a sec 
cra/seC /      2 cta/se c cm cm/sec cm cm/sec 

22,5 0 0 0,321 0 263 0 0 306 

46,5 0,12o 2,6 0,289 2,o 34 283 2,2 37 3C5 

70,5 0,2^0 9,4 0,278 8,2 68 281 8,7 72 297 
96,o 0,368 18,4 0,244 19,9 107 274 19,7 106 273 

19,6 0,483 30,2 0,217 31,2 124 204 30,8 123 219 

Table IV 

CALCULATED VALUES OF THE ACCELERATION AT SWL AT THE 
MOMENT OF MAXMJM BOUNDARY RESISTANCE AT SWL 

tan j3 = 0,367 

At Bb max *  (Rtov + R      ) taa'max 

H 1 u t uo X a JL.          /Au b max' 

cm cm cm cm cm /       2 cm/sec g/cm 

15,5O 33,6 0,56 8,1 25,4 105,o 0,423 

19,38 42,o 0,63 9,2 32,8 106,5 0,476 

23,25 50,4 0,68 10,6 39,8 112,8 0,523 

27,13 58,8 0,73 11,8 47,o 
i 

116,1 0,568 
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Fig» 7.    Subdivision of triangle. 
Pig.  8.    Discontinuity in domirush. 
Fig.  9.    Discontinuity in uprush. 
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It is seen from the tables that also in these 
cases there is fair agreement *) between measured and 
calculated values of x, as well as betwen x-, v- and 
a-values calculated from direct measurement of individual 
values of luo, u0 and f30, and these calculated from the 
actual maximum length of uprush in the test, lu, with 
tan 8 equal to the average of all but the first one of 
the individual values. 

P.  DISCONTINUITY OP THE MODEL 

In the Case of Downrush 

As stated in paragraph 3 of Section B, the slices 
into which the body of water on the breakwater slope is 
thought to be subdivided, are assumed to be moving inde- 
pendently of each other, without regard to continuity. 
Since this assumption cannot possibly be correct, it is 
important to get some indication as to what is the actual 
extent of the discontinuity inherent in the model,  and 
how this should be expected to affect its applicability. 

For this purpose a study was made of one particu- 
lar case:  that presented in the last three columns of 
Table I, at the time t = 0,35 sec, with x = 12,8 cm. Since 
lu = 33,6 cm, the value of u0 for the particular slice just 
then passing the SWL is 20,8 cm. (For notation, see Fig.2). 

The study was made as follows: By dividing O'M 
(Fig. 2) into five equal pieces and raising normals to the 
slope in the dividing points, the triangle O'M N' was divi- 
ded into five parts (Fig. 7). Next, the movement, x, from 
their top position, of slices located at the middle of the 
base of each of these five parts was calculated for the time 
t = 0,35 sec. 

The result is shown in Fig. 8.  The five slices have 
moved differently. Assuming that each of the five parts will 
move as the middle of its base, without change of shape, ther 
will at t = 0,35 sec be the gaps between the parts shown in 
the figure. Near the SWL the gaps are rather insignificant, 
they increase, however, very much close to the top, which is 
natural, since the resistance must there be great, due to the 
low values of z. 

T The difference seen in Table II between measured and 
calculated values of x for t = 0,120 sec may be due to 
the first exposure in the series starting, not at t=0, 
but slightly later. 
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Continuity might be restored, if, in the process of 
motion, the several parts were made to decrease in height 
and increase in width without change of area, until they 
touched. We should then have a surface at t = 0,35 some- 
what like the curve A-B in Fig. 8. 

Of course this transformation of the surface would 
not compensate for the discrepancies in our model, inherent 
in the assumption that z is invariant with respect to t. 
But it seems plausible to assume that the surface profile 
A-B in Pig. 8 gives an indication of what the real surface 
would be like.  The profile A-B agrees quite well with vrhat 
is generally seen in tests. 

In Fig. 7 the surface line O'N' of the original 
triangle has been drawn as a dotted line.  It seems reasonab 
to conclude from the figure that calculation based on the su 
face O'N* may be expected to conform fairly well to actual 
motion, as far as regions not too close to the top of the 
triangle are concerned. 

It also seems reasonable to consider Fig. 8 as a 
confirmation of the expediency of basing the calculations of 
Section E on the surface slope at SWL, rather than at points 
nearer the top. 

In the Case of Uprush 

As already stated, useful numerical treatment of the 
uprushing wave by means of our model can hardly be possible. 
Nevertheless a calculation has been made, by means of the fo 
mulae of Section D, and using the same method of dividing 
the same triangle 0*M N' into five parts and calculating the 
motion, as used for Fig. 8. In Fig. 9 is shown the position 
of the five parts at the moment, t0 (Eq. 17), when the middli 
slice of the top triangle stops. The initial velocity, v0, 
has been taken to be v0 = \j 1,3 g H '= 141 m/sec when H = 15,! 

As seen from the figure, the five parts would, accor< 
ing to this calculation, overlap. In actual motion the wate] 
towards the end of uprush would pile up higher, with a greatc 
z0and a greater angle 6, than the model would indicate. Pent 
tration of some water into the body of the breakwater probab: 
would partly counteract this development. It is submitted tl 
there is a fair qualitative agreement between the model and 
actual experience also in the case of uprush. 

G. BOUNDARY RESISTANCE 

A point of particular interest is the magnitude of 
the boundary resistance to the motion of the fluid due to drs 
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and inertial forces.  (Eq. (5) and (6)).  In Pig. 10 the 
drag and inertial boundary resistance per unit of area of 
the slice just passing the S"t¥L, and their total, Rb/Au, 
have been plotted against the time, t, from start of down- 
rush and also against u0, the remaining length of the triangle 
belonging to the slice just passing the SWL (u0 = lu - x), at 
the time, t. 

It is seen that at the start of downrush the inertial 
forces are dominating, but as velocity increases the drag 
forces become more important, and towards the end, dominating. 
The total, Rfc/Au, at SWL, reaches a maximum fairly late in the 
process of downrush. 

The curves in Fig. 10 were calculated with lu = 33,6 ( 
and tan p = 0,367, for the case H = 15,5 cm and T = 1,6 sec. 
This is the same case as treated in the last three columns of 
Table I, although the calculation has been carried on to 
higher values of t and x than covered by the table. Similar 
curves have been drawn for the casesH = 19,4 em, 23,3 cm and 
27,1 cm, assuming lu to vary in direct proportion to H and 
tan p = 0,367 in all cases. 

The curves all show a maximum value of Rb at fairly 
high values of t and x, rather far out on the doubtful side 
of Fig. 8.  Still the maximum values of RD/Au in the four 
cases have been listed in Table IV, together with the corre- 
sponding values of t, x, uQ and a. 

Interesting is that at Rfc max the calculated accelera< 
tion is nearly the same in all cases, on an average around 
110 cm/sec2.  It seems probable that due to the shortcomings 
of the model, the maximum may actually occur somewhat earlier 
at lower values of x and higher values of a, than indicated 
by the model.  From consideration of both Table I and Table T 
it seems to be indicated that at the point of maximum boundary 
resistance at SWL the acceleration will be somewhere between 
100 and 200 cm/see', probably closer to the former, and will 
not vary very much with the wave height. 

Another point to be noted is the surprisingly low 
values of the total resistance, Rb, indicated by the model. 
Actually it is a matter of only a couple of hundred kg pr sq 
of the slope surface, translated to full scale conditions. 

Directly this result is due to the assumptions made 
in Section C, 3, with regard to resistance relations and the 
coefficients to be applied to them.  The apparent agreement 
between the model and actual motion found in the three cases 
discussed previously, might possibly indicate that the assump 
tions made are not too far from reality, but of course the 
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feble V 

Calculation of x,  v and a with Particular Values  of tan jS, 
or with tan |3 =   0.3. 

Refe- 

rence 

Table 
1 

U 

tan  [3 t 

Calculated 
with average 
tan (3  in each 
case,as  sicown 

'calculated 
with approximate 
igrand averatoe  of 
tan  (3 
tan p  = 0,3 

Measure 

•X V a X V a en 

cm sec cm cm/sec /      2 cm/sec cm cm/sec cm/sec 

33,6 0,367 0,115 1*5 26 222 1,8 31 265 1,6 

T 
it if 0,23o 5,8 50 217 6,9 54 253 5,7 

ii if 0,35o 12,0 7 3 20 6 14,9 04 22 3 10,4 

ii » O,45o 19,6 85 169 21,6 91 164 - 

38,1 0,329 C,12o 2,o 30 250 1,9 32 268 0,8^ 

y x 
II It 0,235. 6,8 58 243 7,3 62 258 5,8 

ii It 0,365 15,6 05 221 16,6 90 2 30 13,/ 

ii 1) 0,48o 24,3 96 173 25,1 99 168 23,5 

53,o 0,257 0,12o 2,2 37 305 2,0 33 27 7 2,6 

III 
It 

If 

it 

ii 

0,24o 

0,368 

8,7 

19,7 

72 

106 

297 

273 

7,6 

17,7 

64 

96 

27 2 

254 

9,4 

10,4 

tr ii 0,483 3C,8 123 219! 29,0  J118 2 24 \ 30,2 

Q4 

rf|3 
Q3 

^J$^^^ 
Qs 

Ch 

_   "o cm 
n 

ltf33,8i    30    ,     25 20 15 i 10 i        ,5 

t=     Qtl5        Q230                Q350                Q450          Q5S0 QSSO Q                        .,                         g                        3                       4 

Pig.   10.   Boundary forces plotted a- Fig.   11.   Pull scale application. Dis- 
gainst uo  (remaining length of tri- placements, velocities and accelera- 
angle above SVfL),  and against t,time tions  for H  =40  •   15.5   =620 cm. 
since start of downrush. 
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evidence is entirely insufficient as a basis of any such 
conclusion.  In the present context the main interest lies 
with the indication that the model may actually prove help- 
ful in the study of these boundary forces. 

H.  PULL SCALE APPLICATION 

In Fig. 11 has been shown how the model works out 
when applied to full scale dimensions.  Curves for the varia- 
tion of x, v and a with t have been computed for a case with 
lineal dimensions 40 times those of the first test run, Table 
using tan p = 0,367, as in the last three columns of Table I. 
Comparison with Table I shows that the relations between the 
x-, v- and a-values for the two scales follow closely Froude's 
law. 

Curves similar to those of Fig. 10, showing the varia- 
tion in boundary resistance during downrush, have been prepare 
but are not included here.  They are quite analogous to those 
of Fig. 10.  The maximum total resistance at SWL is found at 
about t = 3,5 seconds, corresponding to about x = 10,2 m. 
Since lu has been taken to be 40 times 0,336 m = 13,4 m, u0 
for the slice just passing the SffL at the time of maximum 
resistance is u0 = lu - x = 3,2 m.  Again the maximum resistar 
at SWL is found to be very small, only about 170 kg/m2 . 

As mentioned before, it may possibly be proper to 
consider, not the SYifL, but a section even as much as one wholt 
wave height lower, as the critical one.  In that case lu becon 
13,4 m + 40*0,155/ sin a = 24,6 m. 

Calculation on this basis gives a maximum total resis- 
tance at the lower critical point of 233 kg/m2,  found at 
t = 4,8 sec with x = 20,o m and u0 = 4,6 m. The corresponding 
velocity is 7,7 m/sec and the acceleration 1,1 m/sec. 

I.  POSSIBILITY OF APPLYING MORE GENERAL PARAMETERS 

To apply the model one needs to know what values of 
the parameters lu and tan t3 to use in each case. 

The value of lu, the actual length of uprush along thi 
slope, can be calculated from the height of uprush, hu,  the 
relation of which to wave and breakwater characteristics have 
already been, and are still being, widely studied in many labi 
ratories. 
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About the proper value of tan p,   on the other hand, 
no such information is available at present.  However,  it 
seems that quite wide variations in the value of tan p  does 
not very much affect the results of calculations based on 
the model.  An indication of this is given in Table V, where 
a comparison has been made between the x-, v- and a-values 
calculated by using the average values of tan p  found for 
each individual test run, and a general value of tan p =0,3. 
(The average of the values for the three test runs is tan p  = 
0,318).  It is seen that in order of magnitude there is no 
essential difference between the results. 

It is believed that for the type of breakwater con- 
sidered here, with a front slope of 1 : 1,5 and for waves of 
ordinary steepness, a general value of tan p  =  0,3 may tenta- 
tively be used, where the object is merely to get a general 
picture of the motion. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1.  The model presented, crude as it is, seems promis 
because: 

a) in three different cases where the kinematics 
of the downrushing wave has been studied in some detail, 
calculations based on the model yields results well compatibl 
with actual motion, 

b) the discontinuity inherent in the model does n 
seem to affect too much the general picture of the motion, at 
least not in the region around the SffL, 

c) applied to the ease of uprush, the model yield 
results qualitatively in fair accordance with observed motion 

d) when applied to the same case in two different 
scales (l to 1 and 1 to 40) it yielded results in close agree 
ment with Proude's law, 

e) it seems to provide a useful means of studying 
wave forces on the cover blocks parallel to the slope. 

2.  The acceleration of the water down along the slop 
seems generally to be of magnitude between 200 cm/sec2 and 
300 em/sec2 during the first part of the downrushing motion, 
and to diminish to somewhere between 100 and 200 cm/see2 at t 
moment when the sum of drag and inertial forces passes its 
maximum. 
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3.  Only breakwater fronts with a slope of 1: 1, 5 
and waves of steepness between 0,03 and 0,05 have been con- 
sidered in this paper.  For such cases it seems that the 
value of tan (3 = 0,3 may be used in approximate calculations, 
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